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Omega 2 burner gas

OVERVIEW

An established choice among first time barbecue buyers, 
Outback’s Omega was described by The Independent as  
“a fabulous – and well-built – buy for a small family”. 

Easy to assemble with controllable heat and vapour bars to 
prevent flare-ups and deal with excess fat. The Omega also 
features a one piece hammertone painted roasting hood with 
porcelain-coated grill, warming rack, side table and additional 
side burner. Premium cover available as an optional extra.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Omega 2 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Additional side burner for pan boiling 
and frying

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat

Folding side table for extra preparation 
space

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370514
Black

Cooking area  
500mm x 360mm
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Excel Onyx 2 burner gas

OVERVIEW

In a new striking black finish, the Outback® Excel Onyx gas  
2 burner is a favourite among alfresco enthusiasts looking for  
a compact family barbecue. 

It comes with an extra side burner and warming rack to 
complement the 500mm x 360mm cooking area. There’s ample 
lower level storage space, vapour bars, porcelain-coated grill, 
bottle opener, side shelf, and gas cylinder holder.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Excel Onyx 2 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat

Additional side burner for pan boiling 
and frying

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370693
Black

Cooking area  
500mm x 360mm
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Trooper 2 burner gas

OVERVIEW

Giving a touch of traditional country green to the garden or 
patio, Outback’s Trooper remains a firm favourite.

Featuring a wooden frame and side tables, factory assembled 
painted hood with temperature gauge, two stainless steel 
burners, integral ignition, built in tool rack, free propane gas 
regulator and vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and deal with 
excess fat.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Trooper 2 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat

Two timber side tables for extra 
preparation space

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370694
Green

Cooking area  
480mm x 420mm
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Spectrum 2 burner gas

OVERVIEW

An eye-catching design combination of black, silver and 
traditional wood gives the Outback® Spectrum 2 burner the 
edge when it comes to making a choice in the UK barbecue 
market. 

Auto ignite the twin stainless steel burners to grill your dishes, 
or roast them beneath the factory assembled hood. There 
are two handy wooden side tables and a base storage shelf 
completing the Spectrum package that ensures it’s always  
a firm favourite.



Spectrum 2 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370695
Black

Cooking area  
480mm x 420mm

www.outbackbarbecues.com

Two timber side tables for extra 
preparation space



OVERVIEW
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Specifically designed with the caterer, publican or event 
organiser in mind, the Outback® Party 6 burner provides an 
ideal solution when cooking for large numbers at alfresco 
occasions. 

The easy-store, collapsible and manoeuvrable barbecue has 
six individually controlled stainless steel burners to provide quick 
and continuous catering from its porcelain-coated cast iron 
grill and griddle for the smallest to the largest parties, while 
folding side tables and vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat are additional features.

Party 6 burner gas



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Party 6 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Porcelain-coated cooking grill/griddle 
for easy to clean and non-stick cooking

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with any excess fat

Two folding side tables for extra 
preparation space

Six stainless steel burners for quick and 
continuous catering

OUT370707
Black

Cooking area  
780mm x 420mm
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Jupiter 4 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

The Jupiter 4 hybrid model packs more into its striking red,  
black and stainless steel bodywork than many rival barbecues, 
including stainless steel burners, charcoal basket for cooking with 
Outback® Hybrid Briquettes, double-skin roasting hood and a 
porcelain-coated cast iron interchangeable multi-cook grill to 
hold the optional pizza stone, wok or griddle cooking accessories.

The Jupiter also features a side table with removable wooden 
chopping board, an extra side burner, tool rack, temperature 
gauge, single layer drip tray, warming rack, four vapour bars, 
integral spark ignition and bottle opener. Also available in blue  
and green.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Jupiter 4 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Side table with wooden chopping 
board for extra preparation space

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour

OUT370764
Red

OUT370766
Blue

OUT370765
Green

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm
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Meteor Stainless Steel 4 burner gas

OVERVIEW

The stainless steel Meteor 4 burner has a host of attractions for 
the alfresco enthusiast, including porcelain-coated cast iron 
grills and a side sear burner for that distinctive seared flavour.

A side table, double storage cabinet, warming rack for 
extra cooking space, temperature gauge and piezo ignition 
complete the Meteor package.



Meteor Stainless Steel 4 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Infrared side sear burner for that 
distinctive seared flavour

Porcelain-coated cooking grills for easy 
to clean and non-stick cooking

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370523
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm

www.outbackbarbecues.com
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Ranger 3 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

The Ranger 3 burner hybrid comes with the interchangeable 
multi-cook grill to hold the optional pizza stone, wok or griddle 
cooking accessories and charcoal basket for cooking with 
Outback® Hybrid Briquettes. It comes in classic country green 
with a wooden frame and side table, double-skin roasting 
hood with recessed temperature gauge for extra heat 
retention, and side burner.

Stainless steel burners, integral ignition, vapour bars, warming 
rack, bottle opener, tool rack and free propane gas regulator 
complete the package.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Ranger 3 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370762
Green

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Magnum 3 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

No sooner had the newly designed Magnum 3 burner made 
its debut, than its popularity took it to second place in the 
Outback® sales table. Now available with the interchangeable 
multi-cook grill to hold the optional pizza stone, wok or griddle 
cooking accessories and charcoal basket for cooking with 
Outback® Hybrid Briquettes. 

With a side burner and recessed temperature gauge in the 
double-skin roasting hood, the Magnum comes with three 
stainless steel burners, tool rack, bottle opener, integral ignition 
and vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and deal with any 
excess fat.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Magnum 3 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURES

OUT370763
Black

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm

Pre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Dual Fuel charcoal/gas 2 burner

OVERVIEW

For alfresco dining hosts who want to offer a choice of 
dishes from a charcoal or gas-fired menu – and showing-off 
by cooking on both – the Dual Fuel charcoal/gas 2 burner 
barbecue is the answer. 

It comes with two double-skin roasting hoods, two porcelain-
coated grills, two porcelain-coated cast iron grills and two 
warming racks. Adjustable cooking height for charcoal section, 
side tables and a front tray adds storage space, while piezo 
ignition, temperature gauges, air vents, a bottle opener and 
vapour bars make the Dual Fuel the ultimate choice.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Dual Fuel charcoal/gas 2 burner

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Two double-skin roasting hoods for 
better heat retention

Adjustable charcoal cooking height  
for controlled cooking

Two porcelain-coated cast iron grills for 
easy to clean and non-stick cooking

Two warming racks to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370705
Black

Cooking area gas  
480mm x 420mm

Cooking area charcoal 
480mm x 420mm
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Meteor 4 burner gas

OVERVIEW

A long time top choice among alfresco dining enthusiasts, 
the Meteor 4 burner has played a major role in making the 
Outback® brand the leader in the UK gas barbecue market.  

A regular sell-out success, the eye-catching Meteor 4 is 
available in either red or blue and come with a side burner, 
double-skin roasting hood and bowl, temperature gauge, 
porcelain-coated cast iron grills, a drip tray, built-in storage tray, 
a 640mm x 420mm cooking area and vapour bars to prevent 
flare-ups and deal with any excess fat.
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Meteor 4 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated cooking grills for easy 
to clean and non-stick cooking

Additional side burner for pan boiling 
and frying

Useful storage tray for holding tools 
and accessories

OUT370698
Red

OUT370699
Blue

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm
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Meteor Stainless Steel 6 burner gas

OVERVIEW

For the latest alfresco dining at the touch of a button, the sleek 
Meteor Stainless Steel 6 burner comes with a host of attractions 
including porcelain-coated cast iron grills, a large 780mm x 
420mm cooking area, side sear burner and vapour bars to 
prevent flare-ups and deal with any excess fat.

A side table, double storage cabinet, warming rack for 
additional cooking space, temperature gauge, piezo ignition 
and free propane regulator complete the package.



Meteor Stainless Steel 6 burner gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Infrared side sear burner for that 
distinctive seared flavour

Porcelain-coated cooking grills for easy 
to clean and non-stick cooking

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370701
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
780mm x 420mm

www.outbackbarbecues.com
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Jupiter Stainless Steel 4 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

Guaranteed to make an impact in any garden or patio 
setting, the Jupiter 4 burner Stainless Steel hybrid comes with 
the interchangeable multi-cook grill to hold the optional pizza 
stone, wok or griddle cooking accessories, charcoal basket for 
cooking with Outback® Hybrid Briquettes, infrared side sear 
burner, stainless steel burners, and a side table with removable 
wooden chopping board.

A double-skin roasting hood with a recessed temperature 
gauge, warming rack, easy clean drip tray, vapour bars,  
tool rack, bottle opener and storage cabinet with utility  
trays makes this a winning combination.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Jupiter Stainless Steel 4 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURES

OUT370767
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
640mm x 420mm

Pre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Side table with wooden chopping 
board for extra preparation space

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Dual Fuel charcoal/gas 4 burner

OVERVIEW

For the ultimate choice of outdoor entertaining, the Outback® 
Duel Fuel 4 burner offers the chance to impress a sizeable 
party of guests with a traditional charcoal-cooked menu,  
or a gas-fired selection that’s sure to keep up with demand.

It has two double-skin roasting hoods, two porcelain-coated 
grills, a porcelain-coated cast iron grill and griddle, two 
warming racks, adjustable cooking height for charcoal section, 
air vents and two side tables. A front tray adds storage space, 
while piezo ignition, temperature gauges, bottle opener and 
vapour bars complete the package.
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Dual Fuel charcoal/gas 4 burner

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Two double-skin roasting hoods for 
better heat retention

Adjustable charcoal cooking height  
for controlled cooking

Porcelain-coated cast iron grill and griddle 
for easy to clean and non-stick cooking

Two warming racks to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370706
Black

Cooking area gas  
640mm x 420mm

Cooking area charcoal 
480mm x 420mm
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Jupiter Stainless Steel 6 burner hybrid 

OVERVIEW

Catering for the discerning barbecue enthusiast the Jupiter 6 
burner hybrid will make an immediate appeal at any alfresco 
event. Six stainless steel burners, an infrared side sear burner and 
charcoal basket for cooking with Outback® Hybrid Briquettes 
gives party hosts the widest possible choice of menus.

The roasting hood and body comes pre-assembled, while 
a side table with removable wooden chopping board and 
interchangeable multi-cooking surface adds further chef 
appeal. A warming rack, temperature gauge, easy clean drip 
tray, tool rack and bottle opener complete the package.
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Jupiter Stainless Steel 6 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURES

OUT370768
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
780mm x 420mm

Pre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Porcelain-coated multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Side table with wooden chopping 
board for extra preparation space

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Signature II 4 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

The leader in an exclusive stainless steel series, the Signature II  
4 burner hybrid offers a stainless steel interchangeable multi-
cook grill to accommodate an optional pizza stone, wok or 
griddle, a charcoal basket for cooking with Outback® Hybrid 
Briquettes, auto electronic ignition, temperature gauge, a cast 
iron and brass side burner, a ceramic infrared back burner, 
stainless steel warming rack and ample storage and draw space. 

A side cabinet with removable wooden chopping board and 
cylinder storage, electric rotisserie, porcelain-coated cast iron 
griddle and weather proof cover are all optional extras for the 
Signature II, which is delivered pre-assembled on its own pallet.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Signature II 4 burner hybrid

KEY FEATURESFully assembled high quality stainless 
Steel barbecue in latest design

Rear ceramic burner, ideal for slow 
cooking meat with optional rotisserie

Stainless steel multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Cast iron and brass side burner for pan 
cooking

Three pull out soft close drawers for 
extra storage

OUT370759 
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
660mm x 432mm

Optional cabinet with wooden chopping 
board for extra preparation space

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Signature II 6 burner hybrid

OVERVIEW

The Signature II 6 burner hybrid is at the top of Outback’s 
premium stainless steel range. Delivered pre-assembled 
on its own pallet, a host of features include a stainless steel 
interchangeable multi-cook grill to accommodate an optional 
pizza stone, wok or griddle, a charcoal basket for cooking 
with Outback® Hybrid Briquettes, auto electronic ignition, 
temperature gauge, cast iron and brass side burner, a ceramic 
infrared back burner and stainless steel warming rack. 

A side cabinet with removable wooden chopping board and 
cylinder storage, electric rotisserie, porcelain-coated cast iron 
griddle and weather proof cover are all optional extras.



Signature II 6 burner hybrid

OUT370760
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
965mm x 432mm

KEY FEATURES

www.outbackbarbecues.com

Fully assembled high quality stainless 
Steel barbecue in latest design

Rear ceramic burner, ideal for slow 
cooking meat with optional rotisserie

Stainless steel multi-cooking surface 
using pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill

Cast iron and brass side burner for pan 
cooking

Three pull out soft close drawers for 
extra storage

Optional cabinet with wooden chopping 
board for extra preparation space

Charcoal basket for that distinctive 
barbecue flavour
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Bar-Grill gas

OVERVIEW

Designed to be the main outdoor focal point during any 
alfresco gathering, the Bar-Grill provides sufficient bar space for 
guests to enjoy a drink and chat – and watch the chef at work! 

The barbecue section is in high grade stainless steel, and 
features two stainless steel grills, roasting hood, warming rack, 
extra rear infrared burner and heat gauge, with ample draw 
space and storage for a 13kg gas cylinder. 

The bar top is porcelain tile and can be located either side of 
the barbecue, while assembly is based on an easy wing nut 
system. The Outback® Bar-Grill is delivered on its own pallet.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Bar-Grill gas

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Vapour bars to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with excess fat

Two pull out soft close drawers for  
extra storage

Built-in cabinet for convenient storage 
of gas cylinder

OUT370651
Stainless Steel

Cooking area  
710mm x 450mm

Rear ceramic burner, ideal for slow 
cooking meat with optional rotisserie
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Charcoal basket

OVERVIEW

New for 2020, Outback® long lasting Hybrid Briquettes, 
to enable traditional charcoal cooking on all Outback® 
premier 3, 4 and 6 burner gas BBQ’s. Simply add our exclusive 
Outback® Hybrid Briquettes into the relevant size charcoal 
basket. Light the fuel using the gas burners, leave for around 
15 minutes until the briquettes start to turn ashen grey, turn off 
the gas. The briquettes will continue to burn, guaranteeing 
that great charcoal flavour.

New Outback® Hybrid Briquettes are UK produced from a mix 
of anthracite and charcoal. Each piece is heat cured inside a 
kiln to give the consistent cushion shape.
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Omega 201 charcoal

OVERVIEW

The easy to light, Omega 201 charcoal barbecue comes with  
a porcelain-enamelled roasting hood and porcelain-coated 
grill and warming rack, two weather resistant side tables, one 
with a tool rack, to store ingredients and plates. 

It also has extra storage space on the barbecue’s base, a 
warming rack, adjustable air vent and easy clean ash tray  
to complete the package.



Omega 201 charcoal

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Useful metal base shelf for extra 
storage 

Adjustable air vent for improved  
heat control

Two weather resistant side tables for 
extra preparation space

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370716
Red

Cooking area  
500mm x 360mm

www.outbackbarbecues.com
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Comet Kettle charcoal

OVERVIEW

The Outback® Comet Kettle is another choice for those 
preferring traditional charcoal cooking for that smoky 
chargrilled flavour. 

With a large 54cm diameter cooking area, an interchangeable 
multi-cook chrome grill for the optional pizza stone, griddle 
and wok accessories and porcelain-enamelled roasting hood 
with heat deflector to diffuse the heat away from the hood. 
With a large capacity ash collector, adjustable air vents and 
useful heat gauge to deliver perfect food for all occasions, the 
Comet Kettle is a stand-out addition to the Outback® range.



Comet Kettle charcoal

KEY FEATURES

Cooking area  
540mm diameter

www.outbackbarbecues.com

OUT370584
Black

Pre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Large capacity ash collector for  
added convenience

Adjustable air vent for improved  
heat control

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Chrome multi-cooking surface using 
pizza stone, wok, griddle or grill
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Orion charcoal  

OVERVIEW

The Outback® Orion has everything you need for that alfresco 
charcoal barbecue. With an adjustable charcoal cooking 
height to control the temperatures – the higher up, the more 
intense the heat is.

It has a roasting hood with integrated thermometer so you 
can keep an eye on the cooking temperature. Warming racks, 
folding side shelf, bottle opener and tool holder complete the 
Orion package.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Orion charcoal  

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Double-skin roasting hood for better 
heat retention

Folding side table for extra preparation 
space and easy storage

Warming rack to keep food warm 
whilst cooking

OUT370714
Black

Cooking area  
560mm x 415mm
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Pizza Oven charcoal

OVERVIEW

A stylish and functional addition to your alfresco cooking 
experience, the Outback® Pizza oven will cook your 
homemade artisan style pizza to perfection in a matter  
of minutes. 

It can easily be lit with a log fire or burning charcoal in its lower 
chamber and is equipped with a flue damper and air vents 
that makes you control the temperature for optimal baking. 
Comes with pizza stone, an easy-to-control temperature gauge 
and storage shelf.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Pizza Oven charcoal

KEY FEATURESPre built hood and body with quick 
and easy assembly

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

Adjustable air vents for improved  
heat control

Two chamber pizza over with 
removable pizza stone

Useful metal base shelf for extra 
storage 

OUT370717
Black

Cooking area  
490mm x 340mm
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Trekker portable gas

OVERVIEW

Specifically developed for touring and on-site caravanners, 
campers, static and motorhome owners, the portable 
Outback® Trekker weighs only 15kg and is available in a table 
top or long leg version that comes in a colour choice of colours.

Assembled in less than 15 minutes and stored away in 10, it is 
powered by a 5kg gas cylinder, comes with a porcelain-coated 
grill, flame diffuser, and domed hood with heat deflector. Quick 
integra spark ignition, stainless steel burner, grease cup, tool 
holder and easy clean cooking bowl complete the package. 
An additional griddle/frying plate, chrome pot stand and a 
handy carry bag are optional extras.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Trekker portable gas

KEY FEATURES

Porcelain-coated cooking grill for easy 
to clean and non-stick cooking

Optional griddle, when reversed can 
be used as a frying plate

Flame diffuser to prevent flare-ups and 
deal with any excess fat

Optional chrome pot stand for pan 
cooking and kettle boiling

Heat indicator to guarantee correct 
cooking temperature

OUT370708
Red

Cooking area  
470mm diameter
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U-BBQ gas

OVERVIEW

Versatility is the key word to describe Outback’s well 
established U-BBQ weighing less than 4kg – all you need for 
a satisfying alfresco barbecue, a pot of tea, hot coffee, a full 
breakfast, quick grill, or a boiled egg – powered by a 220g 
butane gas cartridge. 

The Outback®  U-BBQ is an ingenious combination of gas stove, 
barbecue grill, and easy clean porcelain-coated griddle in an 
all-in-one neat and easily transportable carry case.

OUT370099
Green
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Tools & Accessories

OVERVIEWFREE 
PROPANE 

REGULATOR 
INCLUDED WITH ALL  

GAS BARBECUES

STAINLESS STEEL 3 PIECE TOOL SET
OUT370184

STAINLESS STEEL SPATULA 
OUT370182

STAINLESS STEEL TONG 
OUT370183

STAINLESS STEEL FORK 
OUT370181

STAINLESS STEEL BASTING BRUSH 
OUT370186 

LONG HANDLE BBQ BRUSH 
OUT370175

STAINLESS STEEL GRILL BRUSH 
OUT370185
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Tools & Accessories

OVERVIEW

KEBAB RACK & SKEWERS
OUT370170

MEAT THERMOMETER  
OUT370179

BBQ GRILL BRUSH 
OUT370188

3 IN 1 BBQ CLEANER 
OUT370174

CHICKEN DRUMSTICK HOLDER
OUT370556

ROASTING RACK
OUT370558

BEER CHICKEN HOLDER
OUT370557

SMOKER BOX
OUT370559
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HOT DOG GRILL 
OUT370177

ELECTRIC ROTISSERIE
2 Burner OUT370320

3 & 4 Burner OUT370321
6 Burner OUT370322

HOT ROCKS TUB
OUT370738

CHARCOAL STARTER
OUT370171 MERCHANDISING UNIT 

(PACKAGE DEAL)
OUT370198

Tools & Accessories

OVERVIEW

PREMIUM BBQ COVERS 
(DIFFERENT SIZES AVAILABLE)

CHARCOAL BASKET
3 Burner OUT370787
4 Burner OUT370788
6 Burner OUT370789



54   

Gas Fire Pits

OVERVIEW

Outback® will launch a range of three Gas Fire Pits for 2020, 
each with an individual geometrical design and instant clean 
heat, providing a great focal point for any outdoor gathering 
whatever the weather, featuring internal storage for a 5kg Patio 
Gas cylinder.

Outback® Gas Fire Pits offer regulated flame height perfect for 
bringing warmth and pleasure to gardens and patio, all without 
generating smoke or ash! From the contemporary Infinity 
design to the classic Kensington or more traditional Sherwood  
with a timber table, all three come with tempered safety glass.

OUT370772 Infinity

OUT370773 Kensington OUT370771 Sherwood

Call our sales team on 01432 266 474
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Flame Tower

OVERVIEW

Outbacks’s pyramid style Flame Tower has a glass heating tube 
and four reflector panels to provide warmth and light when the 
sun’s gone down.

Mounted on a stainless steel housing complete with a 
protective guard and a power output of 13kw and a heating 
radius of about 1.5m, the Flame Tower adds a spectacular 
touch to your alfresco event.

OUT370665
Stainless Steel
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Barbecue Gazebo

OVERVIEW

Stay cool and away from the showers beneath Outback’s 
latest Barbecue Gazebo. 

With maximum ventilation it includes a double top fire retardant 
and water resistant roof, with handy side glass or plate tables. 
The 2.7m steel posts and polyester roof are easily assembled 
and stored away.

OUT370667
Beige



Call our sales team on 01432 266 47457   

Padded Relaxers

OVERVIEW

With a full range of Outback® 
gas and charcoal barbecues 
on offer, providing a selection 
of Padded Relaxers for 
alfresco guests to enjoy  
a drink, chat to family and 
friends, catch up on the  
news and generally chill out, 
was a natural step. 

There’s a colour choice of 
green, beige or grey in non-
stretch weather resistant, 
quick-dry material, with 
a safety-lock system and 
foldable frame that needs 
minimum maintenance.



www.outbackbarbecues.com

Padded Relaxers

KEY FEATURES

OUT370555
Grey

OUT370506
Green

OUT370566
Beige



Call our sales team on 01432 266 47459   

Gas Regulators

OVERVIEW

ACR7 AUTO CHANGEOVER  
REGULATOR WITH OPSO

ACR6 AUTO CHANGEOVER  
REGULATOR

LR2527 SNAP ON 
PROPANE REGULATOR

LR2521 COMPACT  
BUTANE REGULATOR

LR2107H SCREW ON 
PROPANE REGULATOR

LR2106 SCREW ON  
BUTANE REGULATOR

LR2563A PROPANE 
CAMPING REGULATOR
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